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1. because they’re malicious beasts who forget on purpose

2. because they didn’t quite understand it when it was being introduced

3. they could use it, but they choose not to in order to make us look bad  

4. because they do not recycle it nearly as much as is needed

5. because they want to test how many times we can teach the same thing 

before we realize it’s a trick they play on us
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https://phys.org/news/2018-09-artificial-synaptic-device-simulating-function.htmlhttps://www.scienceabc.com/humans/teenage-brain-development-behavior-explained-frontal-lobe-function.html
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Recycle moRe leaRn/ leaRneR maRysia
Remember betteR Re-leaRn pRevious
Retrieve longeR MemoRy/ -able inteRactive
Revisit peRsonal numbeR of exposuRes
Review oppoRtunity vaRied/ -iety
Recall stRengthen effoRtlessly
Relevant
Raison d’etre
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